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We present a unified treatment of the periodic histospline projection of a function 
f on a uniform partition. We consider a given real number UE [0, l] and obtain 
existence and uniqueness results for the n-degree periodic spline s determined by the 
values { J$ $+ * )* S(X) dx}&l. For a function fa C;+‘[a, b] and a spline deter- 
mined by the conditions Js,“+$+ tJh S(X) dx = lr, + vh x, (“+l)hf(x)dx (i=O, _.., N- 1) 
we obtain error bounds of the form 
~If’k’-~‘k)lla E O(hn+l-k) (k = 0, . . . . n). 
0 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = (x~}~=~ be a uniform partition of [a, b] where xi = a + ih and 
h = (b - a)/N. An n-degree spline is a function s E C” - ’ [a, 61 such that s 
restricted to [xi, xi+ 1] is a polynomial of degree at most n. It is a periodic 
n-degree spline if ~‘~‘(a) = sck’(b) for all k = 0, . . . . n - 1. 
This paper is devoted to the periodic n-degree histospline projection s 




x, + (u + I)h 
s(x) dx = f(x) dx 
x1 f vh xt + vh 
for all i = 0, ,.., N - 1 where u E [0, 1 ] is a given and fixed real number and 
f is a function with continuous and periodic derivatives through order 
n + 1. This problem has been considered by several authors (see 
[ 1, 2, 7-121). Using the linear dependence relationships which exist 
between any n + 1 consecutive values of the definite integrals of the spline 
CS ;:z$+‘)h~(~) dx}:=, and n+2 consecutive values of its kth derivative 
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{P)(X, + uh) ];=‘d where U, u E [0, 11, we obtain existence and uniqueness 
results for the spline s and prove convergence results of the form 
IIfck) - dk)l( co z U(h”+ ’ -k) for all k = 0, . . . . n. 
Throughout this paper we will use the following notation. The knots of 
the partition are xi = a + i/z and for any u E R xi+ u = xi + uh. If g is a real 
valued function defined on the interval [a, 61, we will write g, = g(a + uh), 
gck) is the kth derivative of g, Var(g) is the total variation of g on [a, b], 
and I/ g/j, is the uniform norm of g. I/All, is the uniform matrix norm. 
A = circ(a,, . . . . aN) means that A is a (square) circulant matrix of order N 
with a,, . . . . aN on its first row (see [3, p. 661). If p(z) =C;=O ajzJ is a 
polynomial of degree n and if P = circ(0, 1, 0, . . . . 0) is of order N2 n + 1 
then p(P) = circ(a,, a,, . . . . a,, 0, . . . . 0). We also consider the following 
function spaces: Ck[a, b], the space of functions with continuous 
derivatives through order k, Ci [a, 61, the space of functions f E Ck[a, b] 
such that f”‘(a) = f"'(b) for all I= 0, . . . . k, and 4, the space of all 
polynomials of degree at most k. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS RESULTS 
The existence result is based on the linear dependence relationships that 
relate the quantities sQU and J;;Y:+I s(x) dx (k=O, . . . . n and U, UE [0, 11). 
These relationships, proved by Dubeau and Savoie [S], are 
hk n+l 
(n+l) C cZ+l(u~j)s!k?j+t4 
k+l j=o 
=h-’ f ~~(~,j)~~‘+‘+‘+‘s(x)dx (1) 
j=O -v+, + r 
for all k=O, . . . . n and ZEZ where (n)k=n!/(n-k)!, ci(u, j) = 
(- l)kV”+ ‘(j+ 1 - u)“,-~, and V is the backward difference operator. 
Remark 1. In (1) and subsequent expressions, if k = n we must consider 
right, or left, limits when u or v is 0, or 1. 
Let us define the polynomials pi(u, z) as 
pk(u, 2) = i c,k(u, j) zj (2) 
j=O 
for all k = 0, .,., n. If we consider (1) for I = 0, . . . . N- 1 and if we use the 
periodicity of s, we obtain 
hk 
(“+l)k+lP:+l(~‘p) dk! u = P!i(U, p) jol sA + v + ,c dw, (3) 
where sikL U = (sLk), sLkJ 1, . . . . SC’, + .) and P = circ(0, 1, 0, . . . . 0). 
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The polynomials P~(u, z) and the matrices p%(u, P) were studied in 
[6,4] and we recall here, without proof, their main properties that will be 
used in this paper. 
LEMMA 1. pz(t, z) = 1 andfor n > 1 
0) ~31, z) = ZPH(O, zh 
(ii) p~(u,z)=(~-l)~p~_~(u,z)fo~ k=O ,..., n, 
(iii) &(u, - 1) = (-2)“&(u), 
where E,( -) is the Euler polynomial of degree n. 
LEMMA 2. Let P= circ(0, 1, 0, . . . . O)beoforderN>n+l andnal. 
i 
nisoddandu#$ 
0) Zf uc [0, l] and or 
niseuenandufOanduP1, 
then pt(u, P) is inoertible and Jjpjj(u, P)-‘Jlco < l/lp,O(u, - 1)j. 
(ii) 
nisoddandu=t 
Zf N is odd and or 
nisevenandu=Ooru=l, 
then 
(a) pi(u, z) = (z + 1) q:(u, z) for k = 0, . . . . n where 
n-1 
dXu, z) = C d;(u, j) zj and d!Ju, j)= i (- 1)‘~‘c;(u, I), 
j=O I=0 
(b) qJj(u, -I)= -$P:+&, -I), 
(cl P3U7 P) = (P + 4 43% P) is invertible, (P + I) - ’ = $circ( 1, - 1, . . . . 
-1, l), and llqll(u,W’IIa,< l/lqH(u, -111. 
We can now prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let N 3 n + 2 and A = {x~}~!~ be a uniform partition of 
[a, b] of step size h. Zf 
nisoddandv#Oandv#l 
(Case A) 
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I 
nisevenandv=f 
N is odd and or (Case B) 
nisoddandv=Oorv=l, 
then the periodic n-degree spline s is uniquely determined by the values 
t l.l.;;;;;i;’ dx 1 ki’ . 0 h erwise the spline does not exist or is not uniquely 
Proof: From Lemma 2, the matrix pz+ ,(v, P) is invertible for v E [0, l] 
if and only if we are in Case A or B. Since the inverse of a circulant matrix 
is a circulant matrix and two circulant matrices commute [3], it follows 
that 
for all ME [0, l] and k =O, . . . . n. To show that (4) defines a periodic 
n-degree spline, we consider the function s” defined as follows: 
s”(x) = (i + 1 )th component of sd + u if x = xi + uh. 
The relation pz( 1, P) = Ppz(O, P) implies that i is well defined and periodic 
on [a, b]. From the definition of pt(u, P) we obtain 
S”‘)(x) = (i + 1)th component of sck) d+uifx=xi+uh 
and Stk’ is a piecewise polynomial of degree n-k for k = 0, . . . . n. Using the 
relation pi( 1, P) = PpfJO, P), we show that g(k) is continuous and periodic 
for k = 0, . . . . n - 1. 1 
3. DERIVATION OF ERROR BOUNDS 
We consider a given periodic function f E C; + l [a, b] and the periodic 
n-degree spline s define over a uniform partition d = {xi):=“=0 of [a, b] by 
the relations 
s X’+b+‘s(x) dx = j:::“’ j-(x) dx xr+L. 
for all i = 0, . . . . N - 1 and where v E [0, 11. 
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Using (3), the remainder function e = f - s satisfies the equation 
PE+~(u, ~)4k~.=~~+l(u~ p)fEu 
-b+ l)k+l 
hk p:(rP)jb;f~+,+wd~ (5) 
for k = 0, . . . . n. Each line of the right-hand side of the system (5) is of the 
form 
where g = T,f with T, the shift operator defined by T,f(x) = f(x + Zh). 
Since Lt(u, o; .) is a linear functional that vanishes for all p E gn:,, it follows 
from the Peano Kernel Theorem that 
L;(u, u; g) = 5 ’ K;(u, u; t) g’“+ l’(t) dt (6) a 
for all g G C;+ ‘[a, b] where 
Jc:(u, 0; t) =-$ LQU, u; (x-t)“,) 
and Li,,(u, u; (x- t)“,) means that the functional L.i(u, u; .) is applied to 
(x - t)“, considered as a function of x. 
Using the shift operator and the change of variable t = a + 8h, (6) 
becomes 
n+2 





mwv=(n-k)! j;. c:+l(u,d(j+U--e)yk 
-(n+ 1) i c:(u,j) j-; (j+u+w-0): dw]. 
j=O 




s K;(u, u; 0) f l;l$‘) dtl (7) 0 
and prove the following results. 
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THEOREM 2 (Case A). Let N > n + 2, A = (xi}rZO be a uniform partition 
of [a, b] of step size h, and f E CF+’ [a, b]. Zf 
nisoddandv#Oandv#l, 
then there exist constants C:(v), independent of the partition, such that 
JJf(k)-s(k’JJoo~Ck,(v)h”+l-k JJf(n+l’Jjm. 
Moreover, 
where E,( . ) is the Euler polynomial of degree n. 
Proof From (7) it follows that 
for all u E [0, 11. The result follows from the relation 
Ile(k)ll m = sup Ildk!. II m 
UECO.'l 
and Lemmas 1 and 2. 1 
(8) 
THEOREM 3 (Case B). Let N> n + 2, A = {x~}~N,~ be a untform partition 
of [a, b] of step size h, f E Cl: + ’ [a, b], and f (n+ ‘) be of bounded variation. 
If 
nisevenandv=$ 




then there exist constants c;(u), independent of the partition, such that 





mv)=2”+, ,E,+2(v)l $-LPI Imu, v; @I de o 
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ProoJ From Lemma 2, we have pz + ,(u, P) = (P + I) qR + I(u, P). It 
follows from (7) that 
(k) 
U+P)e,+.- 
-p+1-k 0 q,+l(u, P)-’ J-;” &(u, 0; e)fy$) de 
and 
II V+ P) eLki u II m 
<h n+l-k Ilf(n+l) Ilm llq:+AO-‘II, (+2 IR(wW d@. 
For N odd Z+ P is invertible and we have 
(Z-P)eikiu 
=h n+‘--kq;+,(u, P)-’ I;+* lqz4, u; e)(z+ P)-‘(Z- P)fy$’ de 
since circulant matrices commute. But since (I+ P)- ’ = &irc( 1, - 1, . . . . 
- 1, 1) and (I+ P)-‘(Z- P)=circ(O, - 1, 1, . . . . - 1, l), then 
ll(Z+ P)-‘(I-P)f~~,‘)l(, <Var(f’“+“) 
and we obtain 
s 
IIf2 
X IK;(~, U; e)l de. 
0 
The result follows from (8), the identity 
e~k!u=&(Z+P)e~k!u++(Z-P)e$k!u, (9) 
and Lemmas 1 and 2. 1 
Finally, in Case B there exist values of k and u for which the bounds of 
IlfB! u - sLk! u II m are independent of the variation of f(“’ ‘) as in Case A. 
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then it can be shown (see [S, Corollary 81) that the n-degree spline satisfies 
(.t:;,,, ,~o$+*(v,i)s):'i+.=h-l ‘fld~(U~j)~“+j+“+‘S(X)dXe 
3 i=O w+,+r 
Using the periodicity of S, we obtain 
hk 
(n+I)k+,q:+*(vIP) 
which is nothing but (3) where we have cancelled the factor Z+ P on both 
sides. 
In this case, following Theorem 2, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4. Let N B n + 2, A = {xi} r= o be a uniform partition of [a, b] 
of step size h, and f E Ci+ '[a, b]. If 
I 
nisevenandv=i 




n-k> 1 and or 
n-kisevenandu=Ooru=l, 
then there exist constants ci(u, v), independent of the partition, such that 
I(f~k!u-S~k!uIIm~~~(u,v)h”+‘-kIlf(n+l)IIm. 
Moreover, 
&u, v)=~“+, ’ In+] @(u, v;fJ)l de, 
IE”,Z(U)l 0 
where 
-(n+l)nf’d~(~.j)~~ (j+v+w-0); dl]. 
j=O 
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